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Next Generation Business Strategies for the Base of the Pyramid: New Approaches for Building Mutual ValueFT Press, 2010

	During the last decade, first-generation "Base of the Pyramid" (BoP) ventures focused primarily on "finding a fortune at the BoP" by selling existing goods to and sourcing familiar products from the world's four billion poorest people. Many of these initiatives did not scale, and some failed outright. But through...
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JavaScript Frameworks for Modern Web DevApress, 2015

	JavaScript Frameworks for Modern Web Dev is your guide to the wild, vast, and untamed frontier that is JavaScript development.


	The JavaScript tooling landscape has grown and matured drastically in the past several years. This book will serve as an introduction to both new and well established libraries,...
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Design and Analysis of High Efficiency Line Drivers for xDSLSpringer, 2004
Design and Analysis of High Efficiency Line Drivers for xDSL covers the most important building block of an xDSL (ADSL, VDSL, ...) system: the line driver. Traditional Class AB line drivers consume more than 70% of the total power budget of state-of-the-art ADSL modems. This book describes the main difficulties in designing line drivers for xDSL....
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PHP 5 Social NetworkingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Social Networking has quickly become a very popular activity on the Internet, particularly with the emergence of sites like Facebook and MySpace. PHP is a flexible web development language used on a wide variety of sites, including Facebook and Yahoo! But building a social networking site from scratch using PHP involves some complex logic,...
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Beginning ASP.NET Web Pages with WebMatrixWrox Press, 2011

	Back in 1997, when I began my career as a professional web developer, I started working with
	Classic ASP. After a brief training period in a few different programming languages such as C++
	and Java, I was thrown in at the deep end and assigned to a project to build an Intranet application
	for a large consultancy firm in the Netherlands...
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Beginning Amazon Web Services with Node.jsApress, 2015

	Beginning Amazon Web Services with Node.js teaches any novice Node.js developer to configure, deploy, and maintain scalable small to large scale Node.js applications in Amazon Web Services. Hosting a Node.js application in a production environment usually means turning to PaaS hosting, but this approach brings problems. Deploying...
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Information Technology in Environmental Engineering: Selected Contributions to the Sixth International Conference on Information Technologies in ... (Environmental Science and Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Information technologies have evolved to an enabling science for natural resource management and conservation, environmental engineering, scientific simulation and integrated assessment studies. Computing plays a significant role in the every day practices of environmental engineers, natural scientists, economists, and social scientists. The...
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Getting Started with ownCloudPackt Publishing, 2013

	Making your data easily accessible on multiple devices is the primary goal of ownCloud. It gives you control of your own data along with the flexibility to set it up the way you want it. Community backup to the project ensures high quality software and gives you the power to modify and create features.


	Getting Started with ownCloud...
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Juniper SRX SeriesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Security is one of the fastest moving segments within the realm of technology. Whereas
	
		most technology is created to offer new services or products, security is created to prevent
	
		the abuse of these new products and or services. In today’s world, where we are
	
		always connected in ways that have never been...
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Analog-Baseband Architectures and Circuits: for Multistandard and Low-Voltage Wireless TransceiversSpringer, 2007
Analog-Baseband Architectures and Circuits reviews the fundamentals and studies the state-of-the-art multistandard transceivers before describing novel architectural and circuit techniques for implementing multimode and wideband (tens of MHz) baseband analog front-ends under low-voltage constraints. Techniques developed on architecture...
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The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO ScalabilityApress, 2008
Get the definitive guide on all the fundamentals of Terracotta as well as user secrets, recipes, and prepackaged frameworks.
Written by Terracotta CTO Ari Zilka and his team, The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO Scalability  covers the following:

	High...
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Python UnlockedPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Write smarter, bug-free, high performance code with minimal effort
	
		Uncover the best tools and options available to Python developers today
	
		Deploy decorators, design patters, and various optimization techniques to use Python 3.5 effectively



	Book...
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